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Quick Stats

Market Overview

36,724

Net employment increase
in the last 12 months ending
in October, a 2.3% increase
in employment.

3.0%

Unemployment in Denver,
lower than the national
unemployment rate of 4.1%.

4.2

Million square feet of space
now under construction,
with 32% preleased.

4.6%

The Denver industrial vacancy
rate decreased and is still near
historic lows.
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Strong demand maintained a landlord
favorable market and out-of-state
investment, through fourth quarter 2018.
The lack of available space also continues
to encourage development. Brennan
Investment Group bought 61.4 acres in
Commerce City for a speculative phased
development. The first phase will total
557,000 sf and is projected to be completed
in second quarter 2020. Westfield purchased
45 acres at Pecos Street and W. 56th Avenue
for $40.7 million, with plans to develop
a Class A industrial park. The location of
the project will be especially desirable to
e-commerce and other distributors as a
“last mile” hub, in close approximation to
population concentrations. FedEx shifted
operations from Boulder to a new 109,386-sf
facility in the Colorado Technology Center,
due to accessibility advantages.
Colorado is also at the forefront of the
cannabis industries. With the passage of the
Farm Bill and the legalization of industrial
hemp and cannabidiol (CBD), the nearly
1,000 Colorado companies already involved
in the cannabis industry are poised for
1

explosive growth to serve the national
market. The established CBD businesses
will require several times more lab,
manufacturing and warehouse space. For
example, Boulder Botanical and Bioscience
Labs in Golden currently occupies a
27,000 square foot (sf ) facility from which
it manufactures, tests and ships its wide
array of products. In 2019, the company
projects revenue will increase ten-fold. This
will also have a ripple effect on the industry
sectors that support CBD business, such as
engineering and transportation.
Advanced manufacturing increased in the
fourth quarter. Lockheed Martin and Deep
Space systems were included in a $2.6 billion
space contract by NASA. Lockheed Martin
also partnered with Amazon to develop
cloud computing satellites, involving ten
sites around Denver. Centennial-based
United Launch Alliance’s Atlas V rocket
is scheduled for multiple orbital trips in
2019 and beyond. Denver’s diverse mix of
warehouse, manufacturing and flex space
tenant industries are poised for steady to
rapid growth in 2019.
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Vacancy & Availability
The slight vacancy decline in the third quarter of 20 basis
points (bps) increased in the fourth quarter to 50 bps. Delivery
of 4.7 msf in 2018 nearly reached the same level from 2017,
and demand levels seem to remain unaffected, successfully
absorbing the new product. Leasing activity in 2018 of 11.5 msf
exceeds 2017’s 10.7 msf. Manufacturing space had the lowest
vacancy rate at 3.0%, followed by warehouse/distribution space
with 4.8%. Flex vacancy was highest at 5.7%. All of the industrial
property types had declining vacancy in the fourth quarter.
Despite several years of a large development pipeline, potential

tenants still face a challenging search for affordable space.
The trend of manufacturers building to suit also includes Ball
Corporation’s planned Westminster completion of 145,000 sf in
early 2019 and commencement of development of 249,000 sf in
Boulder. Karcher North America, a cleaning supply manufacturer,
purchased 23 acres near Denver International Airport for
$3.1 million. The company plans to complete 280,000 sf of
manufacturing space and 100,000 sf of office by fall 2019.There
are no signs in the local economy that vacancy could greatly
increase in 2019.

Asking Rates

Absorption & Demand

Average asking rates increased substantially in recent years due
to the growing economy and continued demand. The strong
appreciation in asking rates led to renewal issues for many
current tenants, and new businesses taking occupancy are
trending to higher revenue sectors like bio-medical research,
engineering and advanced manufacturing. The pace of growth
slowed in 2018, and the market appears to be nearing its
upper rent limit. However, after flattening in third quarter,
rents increased 2.6% in the fourth quarter. Manufacturing rents
reached $8.92/sf, warehouse/distribution $8.42/sf and flex
$12.09/sf. Going forward, warehouse/distribution rents will
grow slowly, through the end of the current development cycle.
Manufacturing and Flex rents could increase at a faster pace, as
Denver’s technology and aerospace sectors grow.

Absorption was very strong in the fourth quarter, increasing from
251,254 sf in third quarter to 2.3 msf. Leasing activity increased in
the fourth quarter to 3.0 msf, and the year closed with 11.5 msf
leased. New construction is 32% preleased and marketed space
is taking less than five months to lease. Absorption will remain
positive in 2019, as leasing remains strong.
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Absorption & Deliveries
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4Q18 Building Deliveries

Development
Speculative and build-to-suit pipelines are active, and developers
are continuing to garner capital and purchase sites. The lack of
infill opportunities is leading to more redevelopment north of
downtown. More advanced manufactures and technology flex
space users are requiring higher finish levels for their R&D, office
and production spaces. Despite increasing construction costs
making budgets obsolete after a couple months, investors are
still betting on speculative deals. Several million square feet are
in the planning phases and are likely to break ground in 2019.
Majestic Commerce Center still has nearly six msf planned for
development.

76 Commerce Center
Building 5
22700 E I-76 Frontage Road
(266,240 sf) DIA
Amazon
14601 Grant Street
(855,000 sf) North Denver
Dove Valley
Business Center
14101 E Otero Avenue
(149,652 sf) Centennial
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4Q2018 Activity
 The largest fourth quarter flex delivery was Etkin Johnson
Real Estate Partner’s Colorado Tech Center project at 2035
Taylor Avenue, with 108,889 sf. The building was immediately
occupied by FedEx.
 Spark Industrial Center added the largest fourth quarter
manufacturing delivery to its park, at BTS, with 53,400 sf.
 First Aurora Commerce Center, at 22300 E. 26th Avenue, is the
largest building under construction, with 555,480 sf. It is not
preleased and is anticipated to deliver in summer 2019.

Capital Markets
A Real Capital Analytics search states the average cap rate for
industrial properties in the Denver Metro area to be near 4.4%.
Cap rates have slowly declined over the course of 2018. The
average price per square foot continues to increase slowly,
now at $131 per square foot. Sales by total millions of dollars
decreased over $100 million from last quarter, closing fourth
quarter with $277 million in volume. The largest quarterly
transaction was a 1.3 million square foot property that Starboard
Realty Services purchased for $40.8 million or $31.21 per square
foot. The property was an old Sears distribution center just north
of Denver. It is Colorado’s largest single-story industrial building.
Hines purchased a 15,000 square foot property at 3500 Blake
Street in Denver for $11.3 million or $724.87 per square foot. The
property was acquired for land value with hopes to redevelop
into a 6-story office building.

 Rab signed the largest flex lease of the fourth quarter, taking
19,200 sf at 486 S. Pierce Avenue, in the Colorado Tech Center.
 Tharp Cabinet Company paid $6.9 million ($40 psf ) to acquire
380 W. 37th Street. The 170,000 sf sale was an off-market
transaction and Tharp Cabinet Company will lease out any
unused space.

Trends to Watch
The price of oil was $60.37/
bbl in January 2018, decreasing
below $50.00/bbl in December.
Projections indicate it will remain
flat in 2019.

Most economic sectors reported
growth in the last 12 months with
Information (3.7%), Professional
and Business services (3.6%), and
Trade, Transportation and Utilities
(3.2%) leading the way.

Median single-family home prices
are up by 3.9% from the previous
year to $400,000.

For more information, please contact:
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Research Analyst
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